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Promoting The Polymathic Outlook And The Victorian Ethos Of Discovery
Hi subscribers, Mike Hardcastle here from the Cosmic Polymath website Just want to let you
all know that my bi-monthly newsletter will be resuming,
starting with this edition Thanks for your patience Mike
If required, the free PDF version of this newsletter can be downloaded from my website.
The Vanishing Enlightenment Style

“ How can life be tiresome so long as there is a new rhizopod undescribed ? ” Joseph Leidy
Edward Drinker Cope and his mentor professor Joseph Leidy where among the last of the
late 19th century scientific discoverers and natural philosophers who embraced the old
polymathic or encyclopaedic approach to the study and collection of natural history. The
vanishing “Enlightenment” style of the Victorian gentleman naturalists.This Renaissance
encyclopaedic style of discovery and learning has its genesis in the --- and 16th century, back
in the days of Leonardo Da Vinci and the other great universalist Athanasius Kircher. These
were men who spread their net of interests over the whole cosmos and all its phenomena.
Cope and Leidy similarly took this approach to the gathering of knowledge, both men
excelling in the collection and taxonomic description of modern and prehistoric mammals,
reptiles, amphibians, insects and dinosaurs. Cope and Leidy's scientific papers where often
accompanied by brilliant taxonomic drawings executed by the scientists themselves, such as
Joseph Leidy's meticulous renderings of dissected snails, drawn by hand for his book -” The
Terrestrial Air-Breathing Molluscs of the United States “. Professor Joseph Leidy, once
described as a “high priest of nature” was of the old school of eighteenth and nineteenth
century naturalists – a taxonomist who loved nothing more than to collect, dissect, classify,
describe and draw any specimen he was studying and was always actively adding plant
specimens to his herbarium collection. He was the founder of vertebrate palaeontology in
America, utilising his vast knowledge of living and fossil forms from protozoa, dinosaurs, and
everything in between, including human fossils and native artefacts.Leidy had great artistic
talent and rendered the organisms he studied with exquisite scientific detail, without a
background setting, in his attempt to accurately describe nature. From the sculptural forms of
fossils to specimens such as Rhizopods, Leidy loved nothing better than to observe his
fascinating “finds” under his beloved microscope. Indeed he described the microscope as his
first love and utilised it to pioneer the field of biology, especially parasitology - the
describing of new species of parasites living within the bodies of snails, millipedes, fish,
toads, mammals and reptiles to name but a few.Professor Leidy's fascination with even the
smallest aspect of the natural world can be seen in the following quote. “ I noticed a Julus [millipede] crossing the road, when it occurred to me that it would
afford me an opportunity of comparing one of its parasitic plants with one occurring in the
Termite, and I took possession of the truant. On examination, sure enough, there were all
the parasites which I had observed ..... three distinct species of nematoid worms, the
infusorian Nyctotherus, the beautiful entophyte, Enterobryus elegans, Arthromitus
cristatus etc.”...‘‘ What an idea this gives of the immensity of life when we reflect upon the
probable fact that each and every individual of the already innumerable Termites of the
tropics are equally peopled ..... Here also is a world to be explored.”

Professor Joseph Leidy in his lab

Joseph Leidy's snail dissection
Professor Joseph Leidy's list of accomplishments and his range of studies are far too vast for
this short article, but if you'd like to know more about this extraordinary man, please see the
great biography called 'Joseph Leidy: The Last Man Who Knew Everything' by Leonard
Warren.Edward Drinker Cope was no less comprehensive in his study of natural phenomena.
Cope was schooled in the “Vanishing Enlightenment” style of Victorian gentleman
naturalists, much like his mentor Joseph Leidy, and was described as a master naturalist by
the president of the American Museum of Natural History, Henry Fairfield Osborn. Cope
recorded his detailed natural history observations in journals and drawings from his
childhood onward.
He went on to publish his first scientific paper at the age of nineteen, on salamanders.
Edwards education was truly Victorian in its lack of specialisation, although he concentrated
on vertebrates i.e.- reptiles both modern and prehistoric. He also studied living and fossil
organisms of countless species, with his early scientific education consisting of him studying
museum collections and eventually becoming professor of zoology at Haverford College in
1864. In his quest for scientific knowledge, Cope also became a gentleman explorer,
mounting fossil-hunting expeditions into the Judith River badlands of north Montana, were
Colonel Custer and his army had just been wiped out by 2,000 Native American warriors
under the leadership of Sitting Bull.

‘‘Under his expert guidance I felt that I had stepped back into an ancient world - filled with
all sorts of bizarre and curious things ’’- Charles R Knight
The professor’s fossil hunting field work took him to many unexplored regions of north
America in his quest for new and exciting undescribed species.Professor Cope's explorations
eventually yielded a treasure trove of natural history. He discovered, described, and named
more than 1,000 vertebrate species, including hundreds of fish and dozens of dinosaurs, and
in the process published more than 1200 scientific papers. Cope's encyclopaedic mind and
his Victorian collecting tradition can be seen in a brilliant description of the master
naturalist's house, by the legendary paleo-artist Charles R Knight. The description of
professor copes house reminds one of the splendour of a Gothic museum. Cope had converted
it into part natural history museum and part living area, with fascinating artefacts
everywhere -‘‘
Never have I seen such a place - just like the kind that Dickens would have loved. Piles of
pamphlets rose from floor to ceiling in every narrow hallway, leaving just enough room to
squeeze by them and no more. At the right as I entered, I looked into the front parlour.
Shuttered with inside blinds, the floor was completely hidden by the massive bones of some
vast creature, probably a dinosaur. Dust lay thick here as elsewhere, and the place was
absolutely bare of furniture and hangings. No pictures, no curtains, nothing but the
petrified skeletons of extinct monsters more or less carefully disposed in every available
open space. This in itself was peculiar but it merely introduced one to the strange sights to
be encountered in this almost sinister domicile. The second floor, to which I was promptly
conducted, was reached by a narrow stair, the wall side of which carried small shelves
holding pickled snakes and other reptiles in bottles.’’ ---- ‘‘A human skull grinned at me
from the mantle, and a large bronze vulture spread its menacing pinions above a cage
containing a live Gila monster. Bones, recent and fossil, were everywhere, all dusty, and all
in apparently inextricable confusion. But Cope himself, the presiding genius among all
this scientific chaos,’’
Leidy and Cope's encyclopaedic exploration of the natural world made them true romantic
scientists in the Victorian tradition, in which no field of study was off limits, a tradition that
has since been ceding to modern specialisation in which the fragmentation of knowledge has
occurred and the interdisciplinary approach of Victorian renaissance men the likes of Leidy
and Cope has faded. Their's was a time when a PHD wasn't a requirement for you to be
considered an expert in your field. It was a tie when so-called amateur naturalists and
scientists where able to contribute as much if not more so then the academic.With the passing
of professor Joseph Leidy and Edward Drinker Cope, the romantic age of American natural
history had come to an end. an age of the vanishing enlightenment style of encyclopaedic
exploration and deep knowledge, in the tradition of the great universalists, Da Vinci and
Athanasius Kircher, when all research was conducted with a “ Sub Species Aeternitatis ’’ Universal Perspective
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The Victorian Ethos Of Discovery

Try to learn something about everything and everything about something - T H Huxley

Star Mapper: The Life and Times of Charles Grover
Spanning more than six decades and extending well into the 20th century, the Victorian era
was named after the formidable queen who reigned over England during a time of great
prosperity, peace, and expansion. The monarch’s long and steady rule resulted in a
remarkable period of stability for the British nation, and the lack of civil war that habitually
tore the nation apart in the previous centuries allowed its people to shift their focus from
defending their borders to more productive pursuits. As a result, modern science was thought
to have evolved into its present form under the approving gaze of the Victorians, and it wasn’t
uncommon for the learned men of the Victorian age to study the various branches of science
at their leisure. But while the Victorian era appeared to be all about progress, the stark class
boundaries that separated the aristocracy from the working classes was still very much in
existence. The upper classes were the only ones with the means and the time for higher
education since the working classes generally led a hand-to-mouth existence. Self-made men
did exist in those days, but they were few and far between. Despite these odds, however, a
self-made man emerged from the Victorian working classes to make his own mark on modern

science, not through the much-publicized field of natural science but through the more
obscure study of astronomy.
His name was Charles Grover, and he started out as the son of a poor shoemaker in a small
village in rural Devonshire. Since higher education was restricted to the sons of the ruling
class, Grover had to set out on his own at the tender age of twelve. Despite having to work as
an apprentice to a rural brush-maker, young Grover continued to pursue his love of learning
by rapidly devouring books. His lifelong fascination with studying the heavens was thought to
have been inspired by his observation of the nightly progress of Donati’s comet when he was
16. Drawn in by the sight of heavenly bodies tracing their paths across the sky, Grover
continued his astronomical observations well into the following year and ended up noting
some interesting movements made by the planet of Saturn.
After noticing a bright spot on the moon sometime around 1865, Grover began a
correspondence with Reverend T.W. Webb, a respected figure in the field of astronomy who
published a treatise called “Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes.” Reverend Webb was
impressed by Grover’s earnest observations, and encouraged his young charge to contribute
to the leading astronomy journals of the day.
With Grover’s observations being published and circulated in the right networks, it wasn’t
long before the right people were calling on him to join their households. However, it wasn’t
until 1869 when the instrument maker John Browning offered Charles Grover a job in
London. Grover was now free to leave his lowly post as a brush-maker and to freely pursue
his astronomical studies.
Grover’s migration to London as a member of Browning’s household would prepare him for
the most significant journey of his academic life. More than ten years after Grover’s arrival
in London, it was predicted that the next Venus transit would occur in 1882. Occurring once
every century, the movement of Venus between the Earth and the sun caused the spectacle of
a small black dot moving across the surface of the latter to become visible. As transits of
Venus are considered to be the rarest of all the predictable astronomical phenomena, The
Royal Society of London eagerly selected key locations for optimum viewing in preparation
for the event. Locations such as Jamaica, Barbados, Bermuda, Australia (Queensland, in
particular), and Mauritius were chosen for their temperate climates, adequate lighting, and
excellent vantage points.
The Victorian government thus assembled a team that would make the expedition to
Queensland to observe the transit of Venus and to bring back any significant documentation
and learnings from the event. The group was led by Captain William George Morris and
Lieutenant Leonard Darwin. Other notable members of the party included Cuthbert Peek, a
member of the Royal Geographical Society, and Charles Grover, Peek’s newly-appointed
personal astronomer. The latter two joined the expedition solely at Peek’s expense, but would
later end up providing much of the key documentation from the trip.
The first forty-five days of the voyage to Queensland was fraught with frequent storms and
the constant, looming threat of smallpox. Undeterred, Grover faithfully and vividly recorded
details of their group’s bumpy trip across the country, as well as the kinds of instruments they
picked up on their way to the viewing site. Fortunately, despite the many challenges the
group faced en route to Queensland, Captain Morris’ party made it to the viewing site on the
Darling Downs in time for the much-awaited transit of Venus.
But despite their optimum position and superior instruments, the viewing experiment was a
failure. December 7, the day of the 1882 transit of Venus, turned out to be so cloudy that very
little of the astronomical event was visible. Still, Grover recorded the meager observations
made possible by their powerful telescope, along with the group’s calm acceptance of their
experiment’s less than ideal outcome. Thus, Grover’s journey from poor brush maker boy to
accomplished astronomer was made complete, and on the ground in Queensland watching

the 1882 transit of Venus through a powerful telescope, made by the best lens makers in the
world at that.
The Queensland Expedition ended in the following year, and 1883 marked the beginning of a
new life for Grover and his young family. Fully supported by the aristocratic Cuthbert Peek
(who endowed the Grover family with their own lodgings on the Peek Estate), Grover was
able to fully focus on his astronomical studies. Drawing from his specialization of observing
stars with variable movements, the former brush maker boy from Devon continued to make
significant observations and notes. These would eventually make their way to the Royal
Astronomical Society’s archives as valued works, thus cementing their creator’s place in
modern astronomy in the process.

